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The present paper deals with reversibility of autoregressive processes of first order, namely 
AR( 1). Reversibility of Markov chains with general state space was studied by &awa (1985). His 
results are applied to AR(l) processes in this paper. Consider a Markov chain with transition 
densities whose state space is a Euclidian space. For reversibility of a Markov chain two ideas 
are available. One is reversibility with respect to some density, and the other time-reversibility. 
A time-reversible chain has a stationary distribution constructed by the reversible density. On the 
other hand a reversible chain does not necessarily have one. We first state general theorems which 
provide criteria for determining whether a Markov chair is reversible with respect to some density, 
time-reversible or not. These are applied to AR( 1) processes on the real line. We shall find some 
examples of Markov chains which have a reversible density but cannot be time-reversible. Further, 
we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition under which a certain multivariate AR( 1) process 
is reversible. 
time-reversibility * Markov chains * reversible density * stationary 
autoregressive processes * multi\-ariate normal distribution 
distribution * multivariate 
ctia 
Reversible Markov processes have been widely applied to various stochastic 
phenomena, for example queues, queueing networks, storage models and so on. 
have been con 
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conditions for arkov chains to be time-reversible were presented. This paper 
plies those results to some autoregressive processes of first order, namely A 
Numerous works ave been written on the statistical and probabilistic properties 
utoregressive processes (for example, see Anderson (I97I) and 
vis (1987)). We are interested in reversibility of the 
In Section 2 we investigate two “reversibilities” of ns, reversibility 
with respect o e density and time-reversibility, and consider the reversibility 
conditions. If a arkov chain is stationary, then these two notions are the same. 
For reversibility arkov processes with the discrete state space, a similar treatment 
has been given by some authors (see Kendall (1975), Kelly (1983), Pollett (1986) 
ollett (1987)). Section 3 deals with some reversible AR( 1) processes on the 
real line. We find the reversible models which are not time reversible. In Section 4 
our main results are presented. We consider reversibility of a multivariate AR(I) 
process and obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for this process to be 
reversible with respect o some density. Further we discuss the time-reversible chain 
generated by such a reversible AR( 1) process. 
eversi 
Let R” be an m-dimensional Euclidean space, 9 the Bore1 field on R” and I a 
Lebesgue measure on (R”, 9). Consider the Markov chain {Xn; n E M} with state 
space R” and transition probability P(x, k), x E R”, A E 9 where N is the set of 
all non-negative integers. roughout he paper we assume that B(x, l ) has density 
p(x, JJ) with respect o I for each x E R” and {Xn} is Z-irreducible. 
The chain {Xn} is said to be reversible with respect o a density r(x) if there exists 
a strictly positive measurable function r(x) on R m such that 
r(xMx, Y) = r(Y)P(Y, XL x9 Y E (2.13 
{X,,} and is detertGed 
as the reversible density 
logous to the case of a 
02, claim {XJ is reversi 
P (2.2) 
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should be noted 
ilar to the discrete state case; see 
that the reversible density is given by 
r(x) = 
P@9 Xl)P(xl9 x2) ’ l l Phi, xl 
P(x, x,)P(x,, &l-J l = .p(x,, 8) 
where the value of r(x) is independent of any finite sequence {xk} such t 
Pm3 X,)Pb! 9 XT’) * l l PC&, xl > 0 
under the condition (2.2;. Z is not necessary to investigate (2.2) for all sequences 
of finite states. Hn fact if there exists a state 8 satisfying 
Pm X)P(x, 6) ’ 0 
for any x E R”, then it sufhces to prove (2.2) for n = 2; that is, the reversibility 
condition is written as 
P(6,~)P(~,Y)P(Y,~)=P(~9Y)P(y,~)P(x,~) 
and the reversible density is given by 
r(x) = P@, x)lp(x9 6). 
The function t(x) satisfying (2.1) is invariant; that is, 
(23 
(2.4) 
r(x) = 
I 
r(Y)P(Y,x)dY* I#, 
Assume that r(x) is integrable; then {X,,} has a stationary distribution T defined by 
_(A)=; / r(x) dx r(x) dx, AE 9. (2.5) 
A R I*' 
Therefore the indexed set N is extended to the whole of the integers Z Thus, the 
Markov chain generates the stationary chain {&; n E Z). Then we find that the 
stationary distribution v satisfies 
I 
?r(dx)P(x, B) = 
I A B 
fo any A, BE 9, under the conditi 
rquivalcS to the following:: 
s9 l9 *‘I9 ‘%9 . . .9 n s 9 
(2.6) 
ain is stationary t (2.6) is 
integers 
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Moreover, for a stationary chain, (2.4) implies that a necessary and sufficient 
be time-reversible is 
for any integers ra, s and A, B E 9. Thus time-reversibility means that {X,,} is 
stochastically equivalent o the time-reversed chain {X_.}. 
Clearly, if a chain {X,,} is time-reversible then it is allso reversible with respect o 
the stationary density. However, even if a chain has a reversible density it does not 
necessarily have a stationary distribution. We give some examples of 
having a reversible density but not any stationary distribution in the two following 
sections. 
In the sequel we obtain the relationship between the two notions of reversibility. 
heorem 2.2. Suppose that a Markov chain {X,,} is reversible with respect o the density 
r(x). If r(x) is integrable and (X,,) is stationary, then (X,,) is time-reversible. 
From this result it follows that, for a reversible chain with respect o the density 
r(x), if r(x) is integrable then the chain is positive recurrent and if r(x) is not so 
then it is null recurrent or transient. For Markov processes with the discrete state 
space, the distinction between reversibility with respect o some density and time- 
reversibility as above has been discussed by some authors (see Kendall (1975), Kelly 
(1983), Pollett (1986) and Pollett (1987)). 
eversi31e AR(R) recesses 011 the rea 
Let {U,; n E IV} be a sequence of independent identically distributed random 
variables with common probability density function U(X) on the real line. Consider 
a process {X,,; n E N) defined by the stochastic difference equation 
X n-i-1 =OX, + Q 
where cy is * M ieal constant. Such a {X,,} is called an autoregressive process of first 
order (AR( I )). The transition probability density function is given by 
cient condition 
ct to some density is that r all real x and y, 
‘OO>X>oCr- ‘{(pz)/,(~ - x)--)dxa ,_w.JP) = (x)n 
pus d twaw ~J!M uognqysip lewou e s! (x)n aJayM asw ay, ftptw Qsuy aM 
wyvy3 alqfsJahaJ-aw!, B a)trJauafl louuw 
} ase3 sp.p ui asp snyl put3 1 = (X)J s! &suap aIq!sJahaJ aqi ‘uaqA ‘1 = 23 _g 
Q.IO pue J! &suap alq!sJaAaJ ayl sey (“x} $13~1 uaas s! I! uoyeJap!suo:, atuos JaiJv 
‘aJ>X>a+ ‘,{(x-)dxa+ 1)/(x-)dxa= (x)n 
Qsuap 3gs~~o~ B sf (x)n aJayM a933 ay, Jap!suo3 ixau aM 
l uo~lnqgs~p Idreuo~~~~~s Au12 ~3n~~suo3 ~ou1.1133 +uap semi ‘JaAaMoH 
l m>x>m- ‘{x( y - rl)}dxa = @)A 
s! dl!suap 
aIq!sJahaJ ayl (z-c) UI~JJ uayl pue ‘1 = (t3 J! Quo pue J! Qsuap alq!s;raAaJ t! st3y {“x} 
‘aJoJaJaycC =o > a3 put2 1 < x) JOJ sp~oy Janau (1.E) tt2qi Moqs ut33 aM ~auuwu JEIy!S 
B UI *splay (1-f) )leyl lCJpaA Qssa ua3 3~ 1 = D JOJ ‘fQas~aiwo3 *I = x) snyi pus 
{x( d +,v - Y + v)-}dxa = {x(,nd + y)-}dxa 
(E’f) l (xn-)n(xp -x)n(xllo)n = (xp-)n(o)n(x)n 
papys-ohni e si (x)n aJayM asB3 ayl a@tlsarlur Jsrg aM l uoyqy!p A~euoyws 
JO @suap a[q!slaAaJ I? alley sassaBoJd (l)zv q~‘fq~ u? sr )saJa?ui UIIXLI Jng 
) JO jsaJ ay$ u! 0 JO I- # in )BYJ aurnsw aM aauaH l k[aAyadsaJ ‘(x)Y” 
JO I= (x)1 @suap ayi 01 IDadsal ~JTM alq!sJaAaJ s! ( > ‘0 ~0 I- = 23 uayM fXI~sal3 
s9 sasmord anysarihojnv / VMVSO ‘H 
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Otherwise, r(x) is not integrable and is given by 
which does not construct any stationary distribution. 
. eve 
Consider an AR( 1) process {Xn; n E IV) taking values in R”; that is, 
where U, are independent identically distributed R”-valued random variables and 
A is an m x m matrix. Assume that Un has a probability density u(x), the transition 
density being given by 
P(x, Y) = U(Y - Ax) x,yE Rrn. 
Suppose u(x) > 0 for all x E Rm. Then {Xn} has a reversible density if and only if 
u(x)u(y- Ax)u(-Ay) = u(y)u(x-Ay)u(-Ax) 
for all x,yE R”, the reversible density being given by 
(4.2) 
r(x) = u(x)/u(-Ax). (4.3) 
o the real-valued A or 0 then {X”} is reversible with 
e density r(x) = 1 or u(x), respectively, where H is the identity matrix. 
Note that {Xn} has no stationary distribution when A = -I. 
In the rest of this section, we deduce the reversibility condition for an AR(l) 
with u(x) which is a multivariate normal distribution. 
ea Let u(x) be a joint m-variate normal distribution N(p, 25); that is, 
(.x) = (2x)- . ‘2[.q-1’2 exp(-(x -/.&)’ -7x -/4/2-j, x E R”, 
pm)’ and C is the covaria en the W”-valued 
nsity if and only if 
exg{-L(x, y)):= 6 
. 
. 
he function 
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is symmetric for x and y. ces to find the condition un 
L(x, y) is symmetric. After some basic calculations, we have 
L(x,y)=(x-j.L)‘c-‘(x-p)+(y-p)‘2Y-’(y-p) 
)P(Ay+p) 
y)+p}-x’A’Py--y’C-‘Ax. 
Thus L(x, y) is symmetric if and only if for all x and y, 
x’A’x’y+y2?Ax=y 'E;-'x+x'X-'Ay, 
or equivalently, 
x’I3y = y%x, 
where B = A’X’ -2T’A. Iknce E is a symmetric matrix. ‘Elen we have 
A’X’ -z--‘A = (A’s_’ -z-IA)’ 
=s-‘A-A’z-’ 
and thus 
A’x-’ = z-‘A. 
This means that AC is symmetric. 
2. If AZ is symmetric and the inverse matrix of I -A exists, then the 
AR(I) in Theorem 4.1 has the reversible density 
a(x)=exp[-{x-(I-A)-‘p)‘2-‘(I-A2){x-(I- 
of. From (4.3), the reversible density is given by 
r(x)=exp[-{(x-p)‘2-‘(x-p)-(Ax+p)’Z-’( 
Since the inverse of I - exists, this is rewritten as 
where C is a constant. 
r(x) = exp(x’Pj_k + $ 
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. Suppose that lim,, 
4.1 has the stationary ~~str~~~t~on 
en, the reversible A (1) in Theorem 
, (I -A2)-‘2z). 
U - *)--I = E A*“. 
n=O 
Since AZ is symmetric, so are A”2 and therefore (I - A*)-‘. Further, since 
x’A*“.& = x’A”2JA”)‘x 
= {(A”)‘x}‘~(A”)‘x> 0 
for x # 0, (I- A*)-‘2 is positive-definite. Thus r(x) in Corollary 4.2 constructs the 
multivariate normal distribution with mean vector (I - A)-'p and the covariance 
matrix (4 - A*)-%. 
From the above, if A.Z is symmetric and the absolute values of all eigenvalues 
of A are less than unity then the definition of the process {XJ is extended to the 
set of all integers and the time-reversible chain is generated. 
We close this section by studying reversibility of a bivariate AR( 1). In (4.1) let 
A= a1’ a’2 9 
t 1 X, = (Xv’, X(f))' and a21 Q22 Un = ( U’,“, U(n*‘)‘, 
and suppose that u(x) is a bivariate normal density with mean vector and covariance 
matrix 
ectively where (TV > 0, a2> 0 and 
reversibility condition is given by 
en, from Theorem 
P = ‘,‘I are i ent, t l2 a; = a21 ai and thus 
fp#O, we get 
‘f/A.-89L (6. jj ‘umpue) u! ale sananb uay~ sauy %u!)!IT,~A 
‘ISV-IfP 
tf861) 61 ‘qQJd Id 3 ua acmeieq piyed 2yhlasa~~ “))aljod * 
‘006-088 (9861) 89 ‘qo’ my~e~ ai(q!slaAaJ %y3auuo3 ‘))allod * 
‘Lf I-fZI 
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. II ‘D-I x -- 
I 
I- -&-}dxa = (x)n 
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